
 

 
                                                           
 TSC Extends Warranty on PowerXT® Premium Solar Panels to 30 Years 
 

TSC Delivers Superior Reliability with its Industry-Leading High Performance Solar Panels  
 
FREMONT, CA & MUNICH, GERMANY, MARCH 7, 2022 – TSC, a global provider of 
advanced solar energy products, today announced that the warranty the company offers  
on its patented, flagship PowerXT® 400 Series premium solar panels has been increased to  
30 years.  With its sleek, Pure Black™ design, PowerXT is an attractive, efficient, reliable, 
high-performance panel that generates an industry-leading power yield. 
 
“Our customers love the performance and sleek design of our premium PowerXT solar 
panels,” said Jürgen Fuhrmann, TSC General Manager, International Sales.  “We know  
that our PowerXT panels are as reliable as they are attractive and efficient, and we  
couldn’t think of a better way to demonstrate that than by providing a 30-year warranty.” 
 
“Our advanced, high density PV panels are optimized for residential and commercial 
deployment and have been extremely well-received – as they deliver beauty, efficiency  
and power,” added Fuhrmann. 
 
TSC is the European division of Solaria Corporation, a U.S. Silicon Valley company,  
with 20 years of solar innovations.  
 
Built on proprietary technology and assembly techniques, PowerXT® solar panels deliver 
outstanding aesthetics, superior power and unmatched performance.  Patented cell design  
and proprietary module architecture enables PowerXT panels to provide maximum energy 
output. PowerXT’s Pure Black™ technology ensures deployment of an attractive rooftop  
solar system with excellent curb appeal – now backed by a 30-year warranty. 
 
TSC PowerXT solar panels are available through leading solar and electrical distributors  
in Europe. 
 
About TSC  
TSC is a global PV technology and systems company, with a strong track record and 20-year history 
in solar power innovation and product development.  TSC is paving the way for distributed, clean 
power generation by building advanced solar panels and fully integrated systems. Using advanced 
patented technology, proven field performance, and sophisticated automation, TSC delivers solutions 
that address a unique set of requirements for residential and commercial solar markets. For more 
information, visit www.solaria.com/europe 
 
Contact:  Susan DeVico   sdevico@solaria.com   +1 415 235-8758 
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